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IntroduCtion 
In the SHIP project， I and our members have bee:n not only de'veloping自ome'XML 
based database systems for social science area， but also studying and discussing 
various legal problems.that would arise in the process of or elating to developing legal 
database system from various different view points. 
In this 4th Joint Symposium， I would like to present my ideas about the social meaning 
of making academic legal information databa日esystem. Today， we have Professor Peter 
Martin' from the United States and Professor Graham， Greenleaf from Australia 
participating in the symposium. I hope，that the different standpoints'of 0田 respective
countries will sti血ulatethe discussion and result in a fruitful exchange ofviews. 
I. Functions' of Legal Information 
What are the functions of legal information? 
Here， I will focus on three functions; recognition function， storage function and 
function as one ofthe social tools. 
1. Recognition Function 
Human beings need some kind of symbols in order to recognize the巴xistenc巴oflaw. 
There are various types of symbols. And， the symbol us日dfor recognizing law is usually 
called “Legal Information." 
Lega] Information' is and will be tran'smitted: by writing systems， as well as by other 
means. In ancient era， such transmissions were mainly done verbally. Term自suchas 
ofureor otassh1imust have their roots in such historical background. 
Legal informa七ionis often recorded and transmitted by characters on flxed ，media. On.e' 
such'example is the Cod色ofKingHammurabi2. Legal information has been recorded on 
variouslmedia such as slate; clay tablets， bronze ware， parchment， bamboo'and wooden 
strips， and' paper. Some were inscribed on rocks. and clifs. Today， the most' commonly 
used media is paper， or sheets of paper bound into a book. Despite th巴'differencesof 
1 In Japanese language， ofure and otassh used in ancient era and have the same meaning. These tenns mean any 
directions or orders from government or local states to ordinary people verbal1y. [n many historical cases， ofure and 
01.国 'shalso had same meaning as laws or court orders. Most of evidences of legal infonnation in ancient era are 
incllded in ofi抑制dotassh slch as Tax orders wri!ten on smal bamboo pieces. 
2 Hammllrabi was one of the famols kings of ancient Babylonia， The Code of Hammllrabi has been recorded on a 
big black stone that is in the Louvre Mlselm. 
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materia1s or forms of.such'media， there is no ，qualitative difference in the. fact' that legal 
infQrmation is recorded and .transmitted by symbols in the for.m of charac七ersthat can 
be visible or readable for htiman beings. 
In recent year自， symbol日areoften exchanged by means of electronic tools. Here again， 
i.t is just the same as the recording.and transmission done by converitiona1 characters， 
as long as 'such too1自existin order to. help .humans recognize the symbols. 
This is based on the fact that human beings can recognize， things only through symbols. 
Lega1 theories of today， whether they are European Legal .Theories， or U.S. Legal 
Theories Gn particular. Common Law)， are structured on the basis' of '~human Intent." 
This intent is formed through a variety of symbols. 
However， in the future，:“血tent"may be∞me no longer necessary wheh.，!i contract 
between softw~e agent and由。ftwareagent， existing irrelevantly to 'human intent， 
comes:inωbeing. In such a situation， legal information will not have to be recognizable' 
to出ehuman eye. 1 call such a legal system， in which human intent does not exis七， the 
“'processing theor;s." At present， it is commonly understood that a contract should not 
be legally binding unless there exits human intent， soa contract with a soft.ware agent 
st:出involveshuman intent at some point. But in the future， when a contract is made 
exclusively between two software agents， the digital symbols (electronic codes or 
signa1s) used there. will not necessarily have忠obe recognizable to human .beings. 
2. Storage function 
The next point to consider is that legal information is stored. ~ There are two .kinds of 
human memory; ~hort-term memory and ldng-term memory. 
While.，sho士t-term'memory is usually processed in'human beings and thus is limited in， 
duration， long-term memory often exists outside of the human brain..Of course， human 
Il1emory fades .away as ti凶epasses， and gets lost when the holder of the memory dies. 
Thus， inorder to preserve memory for a long period of time， .itis necessary to. store it in 
some media outside the human brain， By utilizing the function of long-term memory， 
human beings have made possible communication among individuals living in different 
time and space， thusぽeatingthe culture of mankiI'ld. 
Characters are no七theonly possible medium;for long-term memory. There are symbols 
that canriot. be clearly class泊edinto categories of signs or marks， such as thoseused in 
Linear A letters in ancient Greece or Mayan epigraphs， which have not been 
3 'Processing'Theory was named and defined by me仕lmy book， Jurisprudence， and Computers (1993). This theory 
based on automatic processing environment by computer systems without any human beings' action. In. such 
environment， contracts wil be constructed by computer programs but not hilman intents.， And rights' and 
responsibi1ties made by such automatic contract wi1l be processed or executed by computer systems without，any 
human beings' action. This world wil not need any. human intentions or wils..I also argued“thenetwork sanctions"， 
in my. second book.， Culture and Law in Networked Society (1997)目Thenetwork sanctions mean a kind .of direct and， 
automatic execution of legal rights (or legal right like digital proces) by cO'l1puter sy貯ems.But. such environment 
wil not bring aiW happiness to us at a1， 1think. 
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deciphered' yet. Also in modern ti血es，，there are' mathema七ical.form ulas tli、ata拘
composed of symbols only. Even if such formulas use symbols whose forms .are 'sim:ilar 
to characters， those自ymbolsdo not necessarily function as characters. 
But human beings have always used characters as the 'most common means to record 
information. Legal information database itself is a set of symbols called characters 
(more correctly， character code sets and font sets) that indicate legal information'. 
Statute books and casebooks are such database. A casebook database， being' a 
digitalized version of casebooks is also one such database. 
However， in the field of legal information， we often use 'symbols called. characters a詰
something that evoke日“concepts"associated with' a certain social behavior.. This .is 
because legal information would be meaningless.if itdid no"t function as. a part of the' 
social system of its environment. The context functioning here' is purely personal， but 
all societies are main七aineddn a kind of communal illusion about the understanding of 
context. 
3. -Social Function 
Legal information is a set of symbols that can be -recognized as characters，担ndthose. 
symbols appeal to the human brain. This then becomes a determining factor as:its 
response剛 Suchset自ofcharacters， in their own role of “being aggregate，" function to 
determine actions or intention under a certain social context. Therefore;.it. is， more 
precise to say that legal information exists not in sets of characters， but in the brain of 
human beings who fUnction according to such 'sets of characters. But when the Jegal 
world becomes too large to be accommodated.in human'brains， society cannot functioni 
without another storage ，system external to the 'b?:，ain. Then， itcan 'be' said that one of 
the essential functions of legal inforniation is. as a social tool. 
In other words， legal information is not just information to be recognized by humans， ， 
but a tool of controlling自ociety.剛
The fact that legal information functions socially does not mean it functions in ever.y， 
time or place， orupon anybody. It requires a certain environment. Only on~ specific set' 
of legal information functions in each particular environment， where the requirements. 
for the legal information to function are met. For example， the policy making by augury) 
in ancient China functioned as a social system to establish legal rules4• ln modern days; 
4 Emperors and his priests in ancient China had tried to tel1 his fortune or unfortunates by burning bones. In many 
case， bones of ox'，turtle' or other kind of animals had been usual1y used. -If any good cracks had appeared on the 
surface ofthe bones then they had done any political decision:But， ifany good cracks had not appeared then血eyhad
try again to reach good cracks. For example， once an Emperov had a question whether a smal¥ umber of slaves 10 be 
kiled .or not for Iiisρeremony， but'he.could not get any good signs. Then， hetried again'wh~ther more slaves to be 
kiled. But， 'hedidn~ t-get good shaping' cracks..He tried again' and again:.Final1y; he. got.the best cracks that he' 
oelieved， and many slaves.were kiled by his order only for his ceremoriy. This，was one'of'lie mosl rniserable， 
examples:But， inancienl days， many people believed something constructing super-natural power， and.these were. 
powerful basis 10 make their decisions and 0吋ersfor them. Today's people can know these his旬ricalfacts by many 
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however， reading records of such augury inscribed on old bones does not have any 
social relevancy. Because， the environment七hatenforces wha七isinscribed on .the 'bones. 
or that enables the' iriscriptions' to 'establish legal rules，:has been lost. Now， only the 
vestiges of a certain social system.are remaining. Such.a social system，had been that伺
functioned during a .certain period，of time ，in the. past But， s¥lch a legal，system I.o 
longer fun巴tionsin our times， because. we' do. not.have aIl enviromI1ent in. which people 
burn animal bones and.draw some conclusion from the_way the bones世ac~s. By the 
same token， various legal systems currently functioning will not necessarily work. in 
future~ societies. 
The situation mentioned above is also l!irgely'true of出eexisting守legalrules in present 
day. For example， rules regarding "due process of .law"，; are， functional in: the c:u町ent，
environment. However， they ，may not function .lmy .morein a. future environment. In 
other words， law does not fl.inction 'by itself; it..functions in .tandem， with an， 
environment within a certain social context. Another冶xample.is domestic law， which 
functions only in the riation∞ncerned. Generally， legal scholars understand目this.asa 
matt町 ofnational sovereignty. From"an informa七iontheory standpoUl七， however， .this 
will be uriderstood as a problem of the environment (or difference of the environment) 
that enables a spec首Icsystem .to function. Even in the same country， many of.the major 
domestie'lawsare ignored and do not function. at al in a，certain lo'cal territory.like in 
the 自oc~ety of the Japanese yakuza5• The .converse is also. true. 'In.a federal state， a 
multinational 'country or a country， where centrali田dnational .authority is也ot
establi自hed，this will emerge as a situation in.which each interest group clai血自itsown 
legitimacy. In some countries that are con自白uctingEur.opean Unio'n， we may be able to 
observe similar phenomenon. Such a local system， ofcourse， does not have po~er over 
the rest of soeiety， but within that grout， itfunctions as a legal system. 
In shcirt， legal information functions' as. a social .1;001.' 80， without 'an appropriate 
envircio也entin which to function， legal informatiori is no more than a set of characters. 
Herein， a:n'importance"Qf developing any legal information database systems lies. 1 
believe that the first step. in establieliing a.legal information database sys旬mmust 
involve.a close examinat 
I: What is' .the Source 'of Law? 
Next， inthe process of putting legal information into any database systems， we neeci to 
co出 iderwhat original data is and what source of law is. Here， 1 will take up the 
questibn of “What is original?" Then， 1 will discuss secondary data that is derived仕om
the origiIia1. Lastly，.the .ieisue.of comment町yand usage of data will be examined. 
1. .Original p.ata 
oldbuロiedbones that.were excavated仕omunderground. 
S. Yakuza means crime syndicate or ma自ain Japan They have simple. but. severe rules for .their， behaviors， and 
cirgalIiz司tions'，They may be polite inside of their teritory， butbetrayal wil cause directly death or.fear sanctions for 
them， 
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First， let us七hinkof law itself in the 'abstract. 
The symbols by whlch one knows what law is，.is called “source of law."“Source of law" 
is recognized by humans through recognition of a group of symbols called “legal 
information"ーThus，legal information is a'symbol representing the SOUl"ce of law itselL 
Now， one can ar伊 ethat“right 1aw" is law and七hatsource of law can exist for right law' 
only. Here，“right law" refers to 1aw that functions as socially justifiable at the time in 
question. 
Many legal scholars believe that there should be only one set of legal information used， 
as source of law， whose re1iabi1ity is publicly guaranteed. Like the meter standard， 
such legal information is the ultimate standard. 
For example， the source of law of the ，lega】ruJ.estipuJ.ating t.at murder is an illegal act 
and thus to be punished，is Japan Penal Code Article 1996. This 199 article is nbt、
subject to 'a specific font or size of characters幽 Ina sense， it isan.abstract entity. Even if 
the minute bookEi of the， Imperial Diet7 that instituted the Japan Penal Code，.'or， 
documents of legislative bills were lost， the Article ，199 as_ an abstract entity wouJ.d 
continue to， exist. Ofcourse， thls is only true!in theory. In fact， certain legal information' 
can be obtained through several di:ferent media， inclu社ingcopies. 
For instance， many books hav巴beenpublished， detailing the provisicms of various laws" 
inclu也ngJapan's statute books called R，中1fJd'.These collections of laws 'usually have 
many different versions. Each of tens of -.thousands of provisions is printed and 
published in tens of thousands of books. But there 'is only ope Article 199 thaf exists.， 
Also， several channels are available to七hosewishlng to ，obtain thls legal information. 
As for paper media， information'can be obt弓inedfrom several different publications. 
On the Web， itcaロbeobtained in different HTML or databases systems. Article 199 is 
a provision to be understood as a provision in an abstract way.' 80， regardless of how it 
is printed and published in different fonts， sizes of letters， colors or forms in different 
collections of laws， the provision exists abstractly as itself. In that sense，日ourceof law' 
should be， in the first place， deemed as something that exists irrelevant to objects; 
rather， itis something七hatis recognized ti1rougi1 objects. Otherwise， itwo叫d'be 
difficult for legal information to play its original role in a large'日ocietywith a' 
6 Murder wil be treated as a criminal behavior， and criminals wil be sentenced to death or 3 years or more 
imprisonment by court under Criminal Procedure Code in Japan 
7 Diet refers legislii!ive organ in Japan 
8 ROPjJo refers to either six codes of1aw，inc1uding Japanese Constitution， Japan Civil Code， Japan Penal Code， Japa，n 
Commercial Code， Civil Proceedings Act and Criminal Procedure，Code， orthe.bok'(sJa旬teb90ks) containing these; 
six codes. lt was created after thc Mciji Restoration in 1868， asthe Japancse government had becn iJl¥dcr the urgent 
pressure to introduce basic codes of law in order to resolve unequal treaties with Western countries， especialy， Great 
Britain， France ofNapoleon II， Imperial Gennan， Imperial Russia and USA. Very few countries in the前orldhave. 
this kind of statute books with such historical background. 'The curent Roppo， which contains many'codes， laws， 
statutes and ordilIances other than the six basic codes 'of laws， has functi口nedas a sort of paper database of legal 
infonnation in Japan 
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large"scale bureaucratic structure and a legal system. 
Lega1 information， while having several different expressions， originates from ，one 
original. 
Even today when legal information is transmitted by means of electronic. tool号， the 
be!ief that the original data. is the most reliable has remain日dintact. 
But in a derivative process， bugs and 'typographical errors ineritably occur. Rather" 
there are problems peculiar to electronic tools. For example， it is diffiqult to， tel from 
the text itself whether chara巴tercodes and fonts， which are usedjn. the printings.of 
legal information， are consisterit with each other. Sometimes， a:s the ，r巴sultof using，a; 
di宝erentfont， character日 thatappear on the browser are different， from what the 
creator of the HTML first intended. 
By using with XMI.:; technology or other日imilarmarkup'languages， such 'a problem， isa， 
bit mitigated due to its design as language， 1 believe. The problem is .even less observed 
in a Unicode compatible environment. Of co田 se，one can 'avoid 'such problems in 
HTML by specifically designating character codes and font sets泊 tags.
Although such function is available， the consistency betweeh codes and the forms they 
represent is not ~aranteed by.any means， for a client niachine that is not equipped 
with required font sets. When external characters are used9， this problem will.beco.me 
quite serious. In that inst叩 ce，if an original text should exist in a database. system on 
the Web， there would be no knowing whether it is guaranteed as the original. 
Thus， we need to keep on examining what original is， whether on paper media or Web 
media. Even today， the pi.u'suit of source of law in terms of what original data is s1;ili 
carries on;. possibly with more difficulty. Thi自issuecarries with it a further difficult 
problem in regard with secondary data， and will be taken up in the next chapter. 
Meanwhile， the original d叫acan oe provided only by those who genera七日 or hold the 
data. Generally， in an organization called a nation， only the legislative and judiciary 
organs can'have such functions oflaw making'or law holding. 
In some nations， the two organs are not separate， and the same governmental agency 
performs these functions， but the fact remains that an organ credited with a legislative， 
or jua.icial state power. is the. only creator and hold巴rof legal information. Thus， .any， 
other organizations， for example， legal 'information corporations such as WESTLAW 
and Lexis"Nexis， 0 
2. Secondary Data 
Today， almost alllegal data available to us is secondary data. 
As for statu'tes， Japan's Roppo and cdllectioris of， statutes are composed of secondary 
data that were copied and' compiled from articles in official gazettes. Judgments 
printed in casebooks available at bookstores are also secondary data. Even judgments 
printed in official casebooks are not original data in that they were compiled from the 
9 http://www.watch.irnpres.co.jp/internet/www/colurnn/ogata/partl_2.h加
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original texts (scripts). Almost al collections oflaw and casebooks on the Web Ij.re 
secondary data. 
More strictly speaking， even official gazette日目renot original data because they are 
merely cdmpiled copies of the provisions established in the Japanese Diet. In short， 
almost nobody is granted a means to seek the source of law by using original dafai in 
Japan， at the very point when a law is made public， only non-original data is available 
to the Clrdinary people. 
This situation is just the same in the United States， where citizens' are provided witli 
secondary data through major publishers such a昌明TESTLAW.In every country，' the 
mean‘s to access the original data， in the true sense of the word， isquite limited. 
(Examples of such limited means are the reference service日esof scripts at courts， or 
law-making-related materials in the Diet Library 0士invarious町 chives.)
Nevertheless， almost al legal scholars and practical lawyers believe that sets， of 
characters' printed in official gazettes are original， 'although such charaders are 
obviously not the first script. 
Then， wha't renders reliability to muchsecondary data? 
First， we can cite the social status of publish巴rs，such. as major publishers of legal 
books;' or a proj日ctbacked by a prestigious university. From a different point of view， 
this kiil.d of reliability is based on past achievements; there:is no guarantee that.the¥ 
reliability of a publication is based on current data. (Tomor1'ow is another day.) 
Once， a judge made a judgment that contained a misapplication of law because he did 
not、noticea typographical e1'1'o1' in a stattite book pub1ished by a famous publisher in 
Japan， which he refe1'1'ed to in writing the judgment. Later， the judgment ，was revoked 
in the appeals court. 
Then， what about publications by a governmental organization， such as an official 
casebook? 
Typographical errors or compiler's mistakes may happen even in such publications. It 
is widely known that Japanese official gazettes have typographical errors. Not only 
that; such errors and mistakes can sometimes be observed in legislated laws. 1 have 
found several such mistakes in provisions printed in official gazettes. 80me of the 
provision data stored in the LII database of Cornell University is appended with 
comments saying，“80 'in original." pointing to possible errors tha七existedin the 
original textlO. 
Then~ how about casebooks of courts? 
Those printed in the casebooks of courts a 
10 For example， comment saying “So in original. The period probably should be a semico10n." at fotnotc to U.S.C. 
tit1e 15section 631 (りinLII.
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Here agairi， what is believed to be originaliis nothing bu七secondarydata. In the United 
States， major publishers自uchas WE8TLAW sometimes become the first to publish 
legal data. Nevertheless; what is printed by WESTLAW remains secondary data， eveI. 
if. it may be given credibility .as the .original. The original script is，' of 'course; the 
document signed by a judge who wrote it. 
Whe;n it ，comes .to judgments，' even more difficult，.problems arise. . Every .judgment， 
written by humans， has the. possibility of，typographic errors. In Japanese law， a ruling 
ofrectif，catiorrcan be :delivere.d upon a judgment which had typographical白rors11.The 
邑ignificantpoint here is that the original document is a mixture of th巴documentbefore 
the correction and the .other doc:umerit to correct. the error‘8ince. the two documerits 
eannot bemixed physically， the true original exists oruy in idea. People.'generally 
bi:uieve that what is original-is a tangible object， but this example shows us that，there 
exists ah “intangible" original. 
In .foreign countries， some judgments have自己、zeralversion白.It. is impossitle to make. 
eo'mments on them uriless one picks up oneparticular vei'日ionto focus on: In regard.to 
such judgments， each version is the .or'iginal as well， about the same judgment. In this; 
case， which :is the origihal? In addition， the case number alone is not enough asthe 
identification for the. data， called judgments. A combination oI'case. number and version 
mimber will be nec四 sary.
The same logic also applies to law. When provisions of the very五rstversion of a law 
are amended， the new provisions gener叫:edin idea become .the original，.even.if the 
amendment completely' rewrites the. formerprovisions. For example，.let us suppose 
that here is a law which has two provisions and a subsequent revised law that deletes' 
the second provision of the first law. 80， what we had had originally .was a law that had 
two provisions， but ，the sub自問uentrevi日edlaw generated it into anoもherlaw whose 
true' origihal has the frrst provision orily. 
However， no legal document carrying the first provision alone exists ina physical sense~ 
Such aocum巴ntis' generated in mind， but never exists as a document. 8ince there is no 
physical， .entity，' it can be said that there is no original source .in the true sense of the 
word. 
In fact， this.is not a士arecase;many laws are like this and most: of them are revised 
dozens of times. It is悶therhard to find laws that have. not J;>een mod迅ed.This implies 
that an overwhelming majority of laws do not have an original in a physical form. In 
short， what was generated in idea as a secondary becomes'the true original. 80， in.law 
as well as in r叫ings，identification numbers will need to be a combination of version 
mimbers to specify the，originaL The official number of a specific law will be insufficient 
to identify the original. 
Digital content$ .wil present even more difficult problems in this regard， because the 
original data and the 'ebpied data 'will.have exactly identica:l character strings uriless 
errors occur during the copying process. Then， itwill be hard to decide which is more 
accu士ate;the original data， or the secondary data. 
Thus， we can .understand that. for almost al the .legal information currently distributed， 
11 For examplc， Artic¥e 256 (change of judgment by court themselves)， aiticle 257.(correction of jud伊 entby court 
themselves) or article 258 (adition of judgmeni by court themselves) in Ja:tan Civil Proceedings Ac!. 
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there， may be no guarantee that it has the same value equivalent as that of the 
original. 
As we have seen-so far， inthe digital world， there is much data that does not have an 
original， and not oo1y that， al the copies -whether they have gone through tens and 
hundreds of duplication processes， actua1ly have the same value as the original. To 
abstract various problems like fonts as 'mentioned before， a complete copy of digital 
data will be the same as the original， so there will be no difference in value between' 
the original and its copies~ Under -such circumstances， itcould be meaningless to， 
discuss the difference between original data and secondary or derivative data. 
Of course， error自andbugs sometimes happen during a copying or remaking process， 
but usually， the two have the same value. Then， the traditional rules in evidence will 
not -'apply to a digital environment any more. For example， in the conventional， 
non-digitalized world， an original， signed contract has great value as evidence because、
there is only one such -document， whereas its copy has no such value. Or， conventionally， 
law stipulates one cannot claim the content of a -contract 企ommemory as， valid 
evidence， because such content is not accurate. But such rules will not work well :when 
there is no differenc巴invalue between the original data arid :th~ secondary data. This: 
issue will also have substantial.inf1uence on a case， whein a ，crucialaspect Is whether 
evidence should be recognized as hearsay e'vidence or not. In other words， the 
difference in legal value between an original and its copy is disappearing. 
In some cases， legal information:derived from copi田 ismore reliable than th日original
because it has been corrected， and so is free oftytographical errors and other mistakes. 
We can see quite a few such examples in legal information stored in commercial 
databases. Probably， the Best Evidence Rule is gradually being revised12. 
Then， we will need to entinily reconsider the criteria .to measure reliability in seeking 
source of law. In short， itwill be necessary to establish a social system under which 
someone certifies that the data at hand is equivalent in value to its original.' 
Furthermore， the reliability of that someone has to be measured， evaluated and 
certified by someone else. As for contents on the Web， itwill be possible to argue' this 
point on even stronger grounds; we will need someone or some system thaLwill 
guarantee the reliability of the d 
3. Commentary or usage of data 
Legal docum巴nts町 e五lledwith special technical terms or insider language that can be 
used and understood on1y by lawyers. They are like a set of jargons. 
Then， -how are such sets of characters like hieroglyphs in ancient Egypt (hieroglyph)， 
which are incomprehensible to today's ordinary people， socially functional? 
1n order for law to function in a soci巴ty，there needs to be an environment in which 
legal information can function as symbols co血prehensibleto human beings. 80， legal 
information requires a social system of commentari巴sand'usage manuals aid to carry 
12 Cf. Federal Rules of Evidence article VIII. 
13 We also must consider any iJIegal modification 10 eJectronic data by cyber crimes. 
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out its function. 
As 1 stated， before， a certain ，"en~onmenf' is necessary for law to function as law. ，This 
“environment" does not represent an abstract 'entity but a' set of various systems' that 
enables a law to function as law. How has such aid been given so far? 
Such aid may have been given in lectures by scholars like me， or':in textbooks at 
university.“ A government agency and officials may have performed such a function. 1n 
Japan， when a new law is made， government officials concerned with the legislation 
process write白commentariesand publish them.14 It is riatural that those officials be， the 
first to ，write the most d巴tailedcommentaries，白 becausethey were involved' in the 
lawmaking. 
The issue here is that those commentaries， though giving the_. most 'detailed 
exp1anation about the 1aw， are already imbued with someinterpretation. A law is 
usmi.lly made for very concrete and various purposes， be it economical， financial or 
military and so on. The persons in charge of a legislation process are mo白tlikely to 
promote such purposes and write commentaries to accomplish them. But we cannot 
know from a law if its purpose itself is right or wroIlg幽Ifa government policy' is wrong 
in' the first place， the r白sultinglaw can eventually be .wrong. The丸山ecommentary 
written on the premise (“the law is right.") is stil not Tight 
Moreover， such commentaries are not written for every statutes and ormnances. 
Because such commentaries represent a one'sided view :of a 1aw'making organ or a 
government agency， there is no guarantee that they are the right commentaries for the 
statute. (Especially， since such commentaries rarely acknow1edge any flaw in' .the 
statute itself.) However， people in genera1 will believe that commentaries written by 
officials-involved in theJaw-making pr.ocess must bc Tcliab1e and，trustworthy15.This 
poses a problem. 
What， then， can be done about judgments? 
Every judgment must be appended by a Court opinion as.a basic reason to judge16. But 
since there i自 a1-u1e日tipulatingthat a' judge should show grounds for the validity of 
his/her. judgment (the rule called “A judge should not justiちThim/herself，" or “Ajudge 
should not explain himlherself.") it is very' rare that a judge w士itesany explanation or 
commentary to the judgment that he/she wrote: They are.not allowed to ju自tifytheir 
14 In Japan， many statutes were and wil be draftedby goyemment oficials， because Japanese Constitutjon adopted 
a special relationship of Japanese Diet and government -parliamcntary cabinet system. 
15 There are many commentaries writen by legal scholars国 Usefuland good commentaries are included in 8uch 
academic commentaries. But， ineasy way， many business people in Japan may believe of oficial's commentaries 
more reliable than academic .commentaries， For examp1e， some peopl巳maybuy and read oficial's commentary to get 
governmental permission from a governmental agency as posible as son. Moreover， by historical reason， many 
Japanese people have over-reliability to agencies or oficials. These may be al fantasy， but it is real phenomenon that 
there are many people who believe oficials' faith in today's Japan. They know that there are many criminal activities 
by oficials. But， also they believe that Japanese oficials are and wilLbe very clever， and their works such as 
commentaries are and wil be stil reliable. 1 am one of Japanese to， but 1 can not explain this phenomenon so well， 
16 Cf. Japan Civil Procccdings Act artic1e 253， Criminal Procedure Code article 35. 
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judgments outside the court. 1 myself wrote a number of judgments."when 1 was 
working as a j.udge. 1 was not allowed to make any explanation.to justi母国y叫 ingsat 
the time. 1 do not know if 1 am allowed to do so now that ~ have retired， but，I hope 1 
am. 
Next， let us take a look at the Diet. 
In Japan imd Australia， 1 think it is common that government 0伍cialsor agencies 
draw up a bil， which will then be proposed by人theDiet -members in an assembly 
meeting. 1 am not sure how it is in the United States， but it seem自 thatcongr自自s
members supporting the .President often pl'opose a bil that will support the President's 
intentions. We cannot make an easily mod泊edcomparison b色causethe two countries 
have different government systems， but 1 suppose in the United States， the President 
serves the same kind of function as is performed by the government in J apan. 
It may be too demanding to expect that such commentaries and'usage aid should be 
given by those w ho g.θ'nerate the original data. Esp日cially，since diet members.wil come 
and go as a result of an election. For example， let us suppose. that a proposed bill.is 
passed inan assembly meeting. Ostensibly， the diet member who propo日edthe bill 
should be the one who knows the most.about the bil幽 Butin fact， diet members do not 
know so much about bills they propose.. Generally" it is very common for them to forget 
the details of a bil， which they have proposed， after its passing. (Diet members do not 
have much time to即位e.They need to get on to the next agenda item.). By七hese
reasons， a third party needs to establish a method of. using a law or a' support system to 
enable a law to function. 
In conclusion， the three issues that 1 discussed so far -the .difficulty in identifying the 
original， the difficulty in evaluating the re1iability of secondary data， and' the fact that 
a law as data cannot function by itself -are significant points in building a legal 
database. The first issue dealing with th日questionof originality earries..with it many 
highly abstract factors. Also， 1 would 1ik巴tostress that the originality: and reliability of 
a text need白tobe guaranteed by somebody. Not only the reliability of a text should be 
guarariteed， • somebody needs to provide aid in order to allow the. text to function 
properly in a society. Who should attend to these three factors? 1 be1ieve that this is one 
ofthe tasks“that academic legal database should carry out in mainly. 
III. Functions of Legal Database in a Network Society 
Next， 1 would 1ike to consider the functions of.legal information database with the focus 
on a networked society such as cyber world. 
1 believe that there' are four furictions that legal information database should perform 
in a network environment; it should function as a research tool， as an educational tool， 
as an administrative tool，for society， and，as an economic strategy tool. 
These are four points ，we need to focus on， as we consider the function of legal database 
in a network world. 
1. Functions as a Research Tool 
What do we mean by the act of“research"? 
One may think simply that“to research" or“to retiieve" means to put a key word for 
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data retrieval into query box 'at Yahoo， AustLII or Cornell's LII systems， or t6 obtain 
any outputs processed by the computer systems. 
But is that really “researching"? 
Human beings think by means of a certain set of'symbols: And most legal iruormation 
exists as character strings'. Humans perceive and recognize legal iIiforIl.ation through 
the process of accessing thecharacter strings tomap or place them somewhere inside 
the brain. This process is essential as long as law exists， cii:culates and functions in a 
society as some form of legal information 
Whensuch ac即日singis executed with a specIDc int巴ntion，'we can under白tandit as .a 
“research." 'ro r白searchdoes not mean to grope for some information as a result. Thus， 
a research result is always something that ，was predicted as R hypothesi日before、an
actual research resUlt is provided. Even when a research re品Ultturns out to' be 
something that was not predicted previously， ifone can relate the result in a new way 
and adopt it into one's world， the act can be called “reseai'ch." But if the researeh resUlt 
turns out to be something' both 'unpredicted and， ineomprehensible， then '，it is not 
research. 
1 always tell my students this， but they fi.nd it diffi.cult to understand. This is beeause 
they do .not yet have the “world" to understand what research is， 1 gue'i;自 17
In order to understand research， one needs ，to understand'司 theprocess as taking the 
research re日ultinto hislher inner world， not just as obtaining data as output. To do that， 
it is necessary to have a “map" in one's mind or brain prepared to accept ，the result of 
the research. 1 believe this to be very important: In. short， one cannot conduct a 
research ;without knowing its resUlt in advance. This is comDionly'called “hypothesis." 
Nobody kriows if the expected result will actually be obtained or not. -But at the same 
time， one cannot understand ，the research result unless one obtains any of the several 
hypotheses that were cohceived before the research. In other words，‘withou t ' having 
several answer options in目ourmind in advanc巴， we cannot recognize an appropriate 
research resUlt even if it is included in the result list. 
Thus， the act of research is not，.about taking out a lump of outputs by putting in a key 
word， but about matching one of the character strings， which cameout as outputs 
processed by a' computer， with oneof the hypotheses we have 'in mind beforehand. 
Without a 'map ih our mind， we cannot conduct such matching: 80 
17 1 met Professor Kagayama ofNagoya Unive目ityat a meeting of the J apancsc Association of Society of Law held 
on May 12， 2001‘Mr. Kagayama and I had had been discusing whether cducation is posible or not for about 10 
years. I had argued that w民cannot“educate" students， while he had believed we can. But during the me!lting this year， 
we finaly reached an agreement. We agreed that we cannot expand the world inside the students' minds but we'can 
help students， who have not realizea what a wonderful world they have in themselves. However， wc cannot expan'd 
their' iner world itsclf no matter how we， their profesors，付ainthem. Our ten-year discussion came to an end after 
?oncluding that， th~re i~ no traini~g， method ，that wil1 mi，raculouslY expand the world il1 the brains of our studen岱 lam
using a paradoxical rhetoric here; what 1 would like to 'stres is' that education 'is not about training students and 
forcing them to' acquirc ski1s like a inilitary camp. I believe that. a teacher's task is to help students reco'gnize their 
own wonderful world， which everybody has" and to encourage them to cultivate thc world by themselves. 
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is feasible only when an answer called “hypo出回is"has alrea:dy been provided. 
A string of characters is nothing more than， characters. 1 can mange to read essays in 
English written by Professor Martin or Professor GreenleaJ， because 1 know how to 
read the alphabet and how to 'use it fi'om my past expel"ience. But 1 cannot understand 
Mayan hieroglyphic letters inscribed， in rocks in the Yucatan at al. Mayan' people' in 
those days could understand them， 'though. Without such 'understanding， the society 
would not have functioned. Those designs that look like a drawing of a jaguar or the 
sun to us， served as letters for them. But we cannot understand their 'meanings. 
Letters or characters are.nothing but forms. A set of such forms c;an be a trigger or an 
eleni.ent to make people act in certain， ways， because we hrimans' can give some 
meaning to that se.t' of forms through characters' or by accepting守とharacter's.1 think 
what 1 have' referred to as "inner world" is a kind of system cormecting a network of 
meanings with symbols. 
A notable function of legal information database in a network environment is that it is 
now becoming possible to transfer parts of a research process， asdescribed 'above， toan 
external device， something which is normally done only inside the human brain. 'For 
example， data retrieval by a robot or automatic sorting by software'that日terscollected 
data， are types of such七ransfer.
However， there are several points 'that nee'd to be considered In this kind of transfer. 
First， 'asan automatic operation often deals with a massive amoimt of data; there is a 
possible riek 'of oversight in the examination of an a1gorithm employed for externa1 
operation. Also， the massivenes自ofdata may blind us to inappropriate algorithm自.
Secondly， matching done by an externaldeviωcannot reflect“mea凶ng"in its search 
result. As “meaning" functions in re1ation to the context in which it is used， a system 
that cannot process context is unab1e to function as a provider of “meaning". Moreover， 
meaning is something peculiar to an individtia1， ncit universal. Since ordinary network 
search can only perform matching of character codes 10cated on the network， search of 
“meaning" in such a sense is not being executed， Despite this， network自earchsomehow 
gives七he'illusion that it is capable of providing meaniI1g. 
Also， searching 'activity in itself does not accompany eva1uation of the re1iability of 
found data. This prob1em may be solv 
2. EducatioI).a1 Function 
Adding abbve， there are several prob1ems peculiar to network environme'nt. 
Many of these are caused by illusionary factors derived from techno1ogy development 
in a 、dataprocessing ~hat allows handling of massive data on a networ~ in a short 
period oHime， The unfortunate result ofthis can be seen both in Japan and the United 
States， where many 1aw students mistakenly believe that information on the Internet 
a10ne is what composes the world. Such students may not know about officia1 casebooks， 
believing that 1egal information is comprised of WESTLAW and Lexis叩exis0凶手
Such a situation is consolidated by the "，.ery fact that WE，STLAW and Lexis-Nexis are 
well-established systems and serve as high1y useful educationa1 tools. In the future， the 
situation may be 'deepened or aggravated as excellent 1ega1 information providing 
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systems become :ri1ore and more sophisticated. Two of sueh systems 'are Legislation 
Data Providing Service18 managed by the Ministry of Public Management， Home 
Affairs， PO品tsand Telecommunications， in， J apan 19 01: Thoinas 20 of the Library of 
Congress of the United 'States. 
On the other hand， many student自白血aycome to五ndit troublesome to actually go to a 
library.ーOrthey may think tnat it' is a waste of time. But information functions only iri 
a certain environment. If，the environment. is 'limited 'W' a ωrtain degree" then the 
info~platicín 'obtained there may be discarding many of.what should originally.function， 
even if it does .function. 
In addition， easy thinking that it Su盟cesto search，only when necessary will discourage 
students仕om'trYirig to expand their mental world. But as 1 mentioned before， there 
exist自a'paradoxthat a per自onwho does not have a frame'work of rules'in the brain， or 
a person who cannot predict search results as a hypothesis cannot conduct a “search." 
Thus， legal information database poses a great problem in-legal education area. 
Nevertheless， legal information database system 'plays a very'us'eful role in a network 
environment. It is convenient that legal information is availablefor， educational 
ptirpo即 ina network environment. Here， 1 would like to discuss some points related to 
the role of legal informatibn database systems， while considering the meaning of 
research itself and the importance one's inner world. 
1 am listIlJ，g the following points， starting with. forma aspects and， then going on to 
essential ones. 
The first， with lega~ information database systems， you dd not need your，own library. 
This might appear to be a shortcoming， but it is impossible， and unnecessary， ，that al 
students get a complete set of thick casebooks or statute books. By making full use of 
dat亭basein，a network environment， students no longer need a private library of their 
own. 
Secondly，. teachers are able北ograsp more， accurately each student's degree. of 
under'standing by arialyzing the. 'searc:h log of a student. This means that teachers are 
proVided with a powerful tool to make' more efficient the highly difi.cult task of 
血easuringthe effec~ ‘ of education. With such a tool， teachers' can 'conduct various 
statistical surveys Cincluding cliecking if s七udent自arefooling around in their work!) 'by 
reviewing a lCg'of key words by which students have performed a search. At least， .this 
will give t包acher
18 htp:/law.e-gov.go.jp/cgi・binlidxsearch.cgi
1，9 htj:l:/law.e-gov.go.jp/cgi・binlidxsearch.cgi
. We 'can retrieve complete text of curept statutes at Japanese government:s Web Site (but， only in Japanese). 
20 h仕p:/thomas.1oc.gov/h<;lme/thomas2.html
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in a world consisting of books only， itis an isolated world， like a small island in the vast 
ocean. It is as if each professor is standing on one of.a myriad of island自 ofhis own 
declaring himself king. It is' a pity for students drifting in the ocean and eventually 
landing on one of those islands. But in a network environi:nent， those isIands are no 
longer just small， isolated islands;'people on the islands can contact each other， and 
know what is happening on other islands. Only a networkenvironment， can mak巴this
feasible. Humans as imperfect beings can complim巴nt.each other泊 capabilityby 
connecting to other databases or other systems. 1 believe this is one of the biggest 
advantages of legal information database systems in a networked environment. 
The fourth point is that a legal information databas巴 mayupdate information inore 
quickly compared with paper media， sometimes providing legal information in real 
time. This means that a tool offering interesting materialin the五eldof education is 
available tous. Conversely， 'such database is us巴fulin finding out ，very old material. 
The storage area is becoming immense and日eekspeed is growing faster and faster. 
There is virtually nci limitation inarchive space. 
In J apan， a collection 'of laws is usually published in 'a printed form called Roppo， or the 
six codes， once a year. But in today's' hectic world， the same law can. sometimeE1 be 
revised several times a year. In this case， which version'ofthe law should a publisher 
pr泊t?It takes several months to print，日othe text considered appropriate. at the time 
of printing may be revised and deleted when it is published. Establishing a system that 
can provide the latest text at the current point in as real time as possible is the only 
solution to this problem. And such system can be realized only由民ughdatabase 
service on a network 
Lastly， not only character strings but also graphics (stil and animated graphics)， sound 
and even "feeY'， can be retrieved as digital data in a network environment， as long as 
they can be converted into a digitally transferable data format. There is much more 
legal information involving自uchfactors than one may think. Previously， itwas 
mistakenly believed that legal information is composed of sets of characters， but it was 
a b巴liefbound by the limitation of media. For example，日 judge'sdirection based on 
hislher court administrative authority is an act of generating temporary and locallegal 
r 
21 1 had an opportunity to visit Profcssor Martin at Comel1 University in March， 2001. ProfesロrMartin told me that 
in the United States， it is posible to use a videotape of the court procedure of the contr刀versialpresidential election 
result in 2000， which was brought into thc Federal Suprcme Court. Law sludents国tual1ycan watch the video in a 
classroom and have a discusion about it. Such videotaping of cou社procedureis not approved in Japan， but 1 thlnk it 
is a significant legal' information t∞1. If such videotaping of court proceedings were al10wed inJapan， it would help 
citizens supervise the罰則messof trials恥Also，such documentation would'serve a日avery significant means of knowing 
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telemedia， niotioII material has tobe processed. And there'are some cases in. which 
motion materi!ll is referred to in a sentence" although not included in， the sentence 
itself. .For example， in a ruling， that' finds a 'videotape 'or .an animation work illegal， 
what should. be .cited there ~r'motion 'material suchas videotapes and animation 
graphics on CD-ROM .，.is usually-omitted f:rom the' ruling because it cannotbe fixed on 
paper as characters. Instead， it is subtly expressed in words. But originally， itsho叫d
be included in a (sentence.. In most cases in Japan， such material is listed just as “a 
videotape described in an annexed catalogue." The content of the videotape i自described
in words. Fo士 example~ its“出egalcontent" as graphics is. described:iil the. catalogue:. 
But it is only for the convenience of publishing because otherwise， it.i自impossibleto 
publish a casebook， Originally， the graphics themselves should b巴partofthe sentence. 
In .a' contemporary soci巴ty，motion material can be' acconimodated in a network 
environment. Digital network' environment.has developed' so much that we can receiv巴
and， transfer noもon1ycharacter strings but various things such as images， animation 
graphics andeven smell， taste arid fee1. 
Moreover， ifa jud酔 sh6uldwrite a judgment a日adigital eontent， slhe would be a:ble to 
give a more precise judgment because such materials could be included in the ruling. 
At least， it is my opinion that motion material can be accommodated in a database 
system. 
The overall hypotheses after considering these five fact6rs. are' that the 'legal 
information databa自esystems may expand ，the difference between capablej di1igent 
sttidents .and incapable， idle studElnts'and divide them into clearer categories. Students 
who.already:have a wide mental world can exparid it' further with the .help 'of legal 
information database， but the other studcmts may get even more confused and come to 
hate studyi1g. Meanwhile， teachers，who fail to master七hesetools w hile under叫 anding
their .limitiltion can lose the respect of their students. The same thing will apply:not 
on1y to students and teachers but lawyers and judges. 
4. Function as an administrative ωol.for society 
Law is a 'sdcial tool tha七functions'in a certain environment of the soci包1system:. There 
are d.iferent pu士posesfor using thisω01. 
In .a~ despotic state， itwill be used to rriaximize the pro:fi.ts.of the dictator and his 
entourage. In a democratic state; it is rare that a certain law concerns the. wliole 'nation. 
Rather， itis more common that a law concerns stecific groupson1y， so law is generally 
used inord日rto adjust the interests of persons or .groups 'concerned. In a country where 
the government lias dominance over.the national assembly， law is mainly ul?edfor the 
purpose of carrying out government po1icies. Also， the same applies when the direct 
afterward how the tria¥ actual1y proceeded. 8uch videotapes wou¥d be useful ined)lcation， aslaw 山 dentswould be 
able to se firsthand what court procedures are like. As itis now， they have to imagine what a courtroom is like by 
just reading characters printed on paper. 80， for various pu中oSes，.~otiOn material is quite important. 1 think that 
m!)tion materials have be~ri omitted， previously， just because we had no choice， but to' substitute them with characters. 
In a network cnvironment， it wil be easy 10 adopt such matcrials. 
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beneficiaries of a certain law are those' who are really entitled to the benefit. 
An example of this is a law which is aimed at compensating a group of victims of 
environmental pollution， using tax revenue fo1' the compensation money. In this case， 
tax is a burden imposed upon every taxpaye1'， including the victims themselves， so a 
too1 named law is eventually used for the purpbse of social control to redist1'ibute the 
resource in the country. 
What is common in these cases is that 1aw does .not have an autonomouspurpose by 
itself. 
Law is one .of the social too1s， which is to be used by somebody' for exp1iCit purposes 
stipnlated in provisions oflaw， orfor whatever other pUl'poses needed. 
To imp1ement law， in any societぁthereneeds to be some interna1 or .eiterna1 engine， 
other than the powel' of.law itself， to allow the use of law to function satisfactorily. 
Such engine is usually. provided by a state powe1' system that possesses an enforcenient 
system such as a milita1'y fo1'ce or po1ice f01'ce. Law that is not compu1sory is powerless.. 
Traditionally， lega1 philosophers have believed in the internal power of-law itself: 
Kant22 is an example of such a. philosopher.' Universa1 ideal of law does e以前， but the 
system to' implement the ideal and make it function in a society is not embodied in 1aw 
itself. . 
Every law directly reflects sty1es of administrative o1'ganizations and interest 
structu1'es il a society. Thus， th巴truea白pectoflaw is seen' only when the provisions of 
law a1'e integrated with 1ega1 info1'mation that is 1'e1a句dto .the mechanism at wo1'kin 
that society. Fo1' examp1e， in Japan， many laws set up only a basic f1'amework， and the 
detailed contents or standa1'ds of thei1' enfo1'cem巴ntand ope1'ation exist only in 
gove1'nment o1'dinances and notifications.. In addition'， it is not ral'e that the conc1'ete 
ope1'ation of a law is neithe1' p1'ovided as w1'itten infol'mation no1' recol'ded. This is 
especially true when the oper且tionalstanda1'd itse1f is 1eft to the discretion of an official 
in charge. 
The same thing can be said about a trial. In an open jury， a part of the judgment 
process is open to the public because， at the very least， the report of the jury will be 
announced in the court. In a collegia1 court， even when the consnltation itself is not 
made public， judges concerned in the trial know the process through which the court 
reached a decision. But such process does not exist _ aswritten infol'mation. In a 
sing1e-judge. court， the judgment process only exists a 
22 Immanuel Kant (1724-1804); Cf. Zum Ewigen Frieden 
23 Legitimacy for intemational trading can be obtained only by corectly researching for legal infornation in foreign 
coun甘ies.This infornation inc¥udes not only codes， statutes， regulations or ordinances， but also practical operations 
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In paying attention to the legal database's function as an administrative tool for societぁ
the role that only academic legal database systems or commercial legal information 
database systemscan successfully play will become self-evident_ 
5_.F.unction as an economic strategy tool 
The fact that law has a function as an administrative tool for society.also means that it 
has a function as an economic strategy tool. 
Legal information that indicates what kind of legal system a certain country has is a 
significant factor in assessing the effect and result .of international' investment on the. 
country and calculating the risks contingent to the investment. 
Here， legal information includes not only business transaction law， tax law and .other 
related administrative legislation， but also information related to町crimerate，average 
trial period andもrialefficiency_ Such information may not have been understood as 
legal information in the traditionallegal world. But since law is a social function in 
itself， which works und巴rac泡rtainsocial system， th巴limitedidea that only provisions 
of positive law constitute legal information is clearly wrong， Itis llOthing but the idea 
ofthose who do not know the essence oflaw. 
Tlie total amount of legal. information that functions as an assessment factor in 
economy can be used as an indicator of the trade risk in each country， when taken into 
consideration with the level of its quality，. .In this aspect， law is functioning as such. 
Since international trade between countries is rapidly increasing in modern.society， it
is difficult to decide whether to make a deal or not， or whether to increase or decrease 
the amount of trade， without calculating the trade risk accurately. If one doe臼notknow
beforehand what kind of legal system will be handling potential trouble ansmg in. 
trade， one cannot make wise decisions. 
Thus， itis necessary that people involved in international trad巴 understandthe legal 
information of the country of their business count邑rpart.But some countries have legal 
information that is easy to understand and other countries do not. In a country where 
legal information is provided in.an articulate manner by.a database through network， 
on巴 canconduc七amore precise calculation of .:tisks. Eyen if a trade deal involves 
consideri:tble risk， itis beneficial to traders:to have the informatio!] available. 
Then it is up to the individual trader whether or not to take the high risk. What is 
significant here is. not whether the ri自kinvolved is high or low， but whether there is 
enough information available to assess the degree of risks? 
1 think it is i:ri.portant that legal systems and.legal information be highly lucid as 
determining factors in s].lch assessments. If a c 
。fthem. How infon' such infonnation towards the other countries is just a cr，itical mater as a basic strategy for the 
coun廿y.
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believe al of the above. mention巴dpoint自aree自自entialfunctions of legalinfQrmlition. 
database. 
80， itcan safely be assumed that the degree of freedom of legal information. wouldi 
greatly influence the future of a country. In particular， this will be actualized to a 
larger degree in a network enviro=ent， in which.exaI1ination employing.a method of. 
comparative law is feasible as parallel processing. 
In this sense， legal information database in a networked environment has begurr:to 
have a function as an economic strategy tool. 
IV. Future Roles ofAcademic.Legal Database 8ystem， 
Taking the above arguments "Intoマconsideration; .1 will' now discuss the futu出 rolesof 
ac.ademic legal database systems. 
L Policy making 
Academic legal database systems can be an. important sQurce of materials for' poli:cy 
decisions. 
This is .becau目e.academic legal database systems町 enot‘ creat~d' for. enforcing a specmc可
policy. A database that exists for;the sake of policy .decision: embodies a certain田biasby 
its very nature. It is impossible to make'a right dectsion based，on'biased .information，) 
unly unbiased information can enable usωmake a correct..decision. 1 think. this .is :oL 
verysignificant fac七orto consider. 
2. Rulehooks 
Academic legal database systems' can'serveas a rUlebook24. 
This is because academic legal database is not subject to. con(litions that.only positiv:e 
law and judgments.should be treated as legahnformation. 
For example" the. role. of Diet database systems are.to 'provide .bills: and' statu'te laws' 
that were. passed. in the Diet，' and therole of court database. systems a士eto provide.1 
correct data< oI ru1ings. Other.' kinds of information are handled by二otherdatabase. 
systems in 'different fields. 
In contrast， there is.no such limitation imposed upon.acadeniic legal database，which 
can take in everything pertinent. 
Thus， it'canalso take in al the information necessary in order to find ，'~the tr'ue rule." 
The.related inform"ation necessary.to understand this“true 1egal.information'" includes. 
examples'. of. how a law was. actually operat巴d，how a judgment was deli，:，"ered， howa 
compulsory execution was coIiducted and how an:arrest took place. Many.自uchthings 
cannot， by their very nature， be handled in officialιdatabases. ，managed by .go'vernment 
agencies or. courts. 
24 1 would Iike to say of rulebook as one of the social functions in this context. There are many types of rule books， 
but they.are allocal rule boks. 'Only legaLdatabasesystem; especialy acadetnic database.systems， can provided 
total and good integrated rule book in each areas or countries， 1 believc. 
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However， academic legal database has no limitation in its approach to such things; 
rather， .it should deal with these things beyond the scope of official database. Another 
advantage of academic legal database is that it is open to social interaction. A court is 
like a large but isolated island in the ocean， and so. is an. assemtly. They， have to be 
self-complete entities. But academic legal database systèm~ .are' not obliged .to be 
self-complete. 
3. Social interactions 
Academic legal database systems can have various.socialinteractions. 
This is because any academic legal database syst巴mscan. relati:vely easily harmonize 
with other academic databases systems while being part ofanotb，er big， distributed 
database. 
In our SHIP project 25， what we are making is no七JUs七alegal database but databases 
for other related fields such as political science. and busines自 administration.For 
example， among the data we have collected so far is a database indicating 
remuneration for Diet members. The data itself is nothing but a.batch of information. . 
But with the research system that Assistant Professor Wada developed， one can， for 
example， retrieve' data showing how much was paid to Diet members on any given day. 
By using this research system， political scientists. can assess the workload' of Diet 
members， the amount of remuneration paid for the work and the.appropriateness..of 
the amount. They can even evaluate if Di自tmem bers' are wor king hard or not. 
Though it is originally a legal imormation database， italso provides a veryeffective 
tool for political scientists. It can be used il various ways. Although w.e are lawyers， w.e， 
can interact with databases in the fields related to us， like political' science and， 
economics. For example， in order to be fainiliar with tax law， one needs to have 
kriowledge in accounting and other specialized fields. We can obtain such knowledge 
through database. 
4. Neutrality 
Acaderiuc database systems alone can maintain true neutrality. 
Administrative database operated by a government is controlled by policy，objects， 
which imposes restriction on its operation. Meanwhile， .commercial.database cannot 
exist without takingcommercial profits into consideration. 
Since academic database systems .can企eelyconnect with other database systems， it
can be 'made町withgrelit ease and freedom. What 1 would like to eniphasize is that 
academic legal database alone can士emainneutrality and maintain public purposes. 
In any country， a 'government exists in，order to enforce polices 'mad巴byone party， as in 
the United States an(l'in Japan. In Japan， tl;1e.Liberal Democratic Party has beenin 
charge .of the government for a long time. A government must necessarily have a 
certain orientation. 80 database which has been 'made to' go along 'with a line .of policy 
naturally has some kind of orientation from the beginning. 
25 htp・fship.mind.meiji.ac.jpf
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As' for， commercial'database systems， profits are the first priority， 'b旨causewithout 
making enough pro五ts，such database wil1 not survive. Its content must' be血arketable;
if it is not， it' cannot exist as a commercial database‘ Eventually， unmarketable 
databases will disappear while marketable ones will thrive. This is mtturaI; otherwise， 
it would not behealthy for corporations operating such databases. But' academic 
databases in principle can remain unaffected by such market rules. 
Of course， many academic database systems are somehow related to business. For 
example， in the Untied States， quite a few databases of law schools ・areallied with 
WESTLAW and Lexis" Nexis， operating like branches of such commercial systems. 
As for academic database systems in Japan， some professors are proudly aImouncing 
on their Web'page that their database is “powered by Yahoo!"':or“powered by AOL;":It' 
may'be right ifthey are funded by these corporations. 
If not， an academic database should basically be proud of its neutrality. As long as抗
keeps on striving to keep its:neutrality， 
1 believe it 'can do so. This .can' ohly be'achieved 'by academic;datab'ase. 
V. What do we have todo? 
Those who wil" deal with issues of legal information will h呂veto"faceマtechncilogical
factors， both in positive'and negative aspects. 
Let us have' a'look at the positive aspect first. XML and other new document processing 
technologies have a great potentiaL 
XML，whichbelongs to an a士tificialcomputerlanguage group called'markup language~ 
can， by ・tags，control various elements in a document. As naturallanguage' processing 
technology improves'， there may ・comea七inieinthe future' wheri tagsare no longer 
needed.. But noting that the .essence of social context exists.only in the brain of a reader， 
we can easily assume that sucli. a tinie初日1come only after free will， w hich we in the' 
modern world believe in， isdenied. Thus， the use of tags will not die out for quite some 
time; rather it will increase. And an environment which can be controlled by tags might 
be called a kind of data"driven type of computing environm巳nt.It will not be until such 
an environment is estab1ished that we can create an encyclopedia， in its true sense of 
the word， on the Web. In addition， controlby 'style sheets w出 providemany clues iri 
solving pr，oblems' of human rights， as -rwill.discuss later. In this field， Mr: Komatsu; 
lawyer and 'amember of our'SHIP project': has carried out various attempts26. 
On the other hand， technological development. can cause totally new problems because! 
it ensures.much.freer access to legal information. Many such problems will derive froぜ
the'expansion Qf storage space as well;as 金om'the' extraordinary. progress in the speed 
of data processing.， In those dayswhen eight"inch， 2D magnetic disks were popular， the， 
amount of.information stored ・onthe medium was. 'not that much. But now，' we can 
obtain a 100-gigabyte hard d士ivefor only tens of thousand日ofyen.羽市ena.memory 
chip thatemploys nahotechnology is put' into practice in thenear future， itis said;that 
the' whole contents of the bOQks stored in .Japan's' National Diet Library (NDL)27 'could， 
26 htp:/icrouton.as.wakwak.ne.jp/xml 
27 h甘p://www.ndl.go.jp/e/index.h加1
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be recorded in a tiny storage device as small as a cube of sugar. This means that a 
person can have a bigger world than ever imagined onhis/her own pa1m. 
Meanwhile， the techno1ogy of communIcations will further advance， enabling much 
more data to be transmitted in a much shorter time. 'lhis a1so implies that one will be 
ab1e to infringe on human rights， to a gre日terd日gree，with 1ess effort. Vio1atioI1 of 
privacy wiU be one such examp1e. 
The same thing can be said about intellectua1 property rights. Itmight become possible 
to' copy any currently practicab1e copyright protecも.ionsystem， a10ng with its who1e 
surrounding environment without illega1 circumvention28， entire1y into a nano-memory 
chip. As the surrounding environment is also included in the same nano-memory chip， 
the 'copyright protection system will not work， allowing the protected contents to be 
read out without，limitation. If storage of information increases in density， those who 
formerly had nothing to do with an invasion of privacy or other vio1ations of human 
rights， might， in the digital wor1d， becom日victimsor perpetrators of such vio1ations. In 
short， itis like1y that intellectua1 property rights for digital contents will be subject to 
more viol同ionsas technology advanc四.
Looking further into problems of humaIl rights， in a .modern world where legal 
information wa自providedonly through paper medi日，巴asebookswere also contingent on 
paper media. Since the amount of data storable in casebooks was quite limited， the 
judgments recorded there had to be well自e1ected.In Western countries， itis customary 
to print the names of the plaintiff and the defendant (or the name of an organization) 
on a sentence for identification; e.g.“State vs. Strange-mari'. Such a custom meets the 
demand for open trial or for “right to know，" which indicates that everybody in the 
society should know of a certain tria1. However， this seems to be a product of the times 
when data of a certain trial ended up as a matter of interest for people in the same age 
and in a comparatively small area. Does the conventiona1 theory fully function in 
today's environment in which case information is distributed wor1dwide and stored and 
a∞u.mulated a1most infinitely? 
In recent years， we are facing a problem regarding the protection of personal data 
(privacy) in case information. The same prob1em can a1so occur in relation to other 
moral rights. As part of the SHIP projec七， we discus 
28 Cf. U.S.C titlc 17 chapter 12 section 1210; Japan Copyright Act also has similar articles as in U.S.c. 
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technological solutions. Otu-， SHIP project is now considering ho.w to COpe 'with this 
problem by using the control technology of;XML style sheets by Mr. Komatsu29• • This' 
technology may make us to resolve present hard questions， I.expect. 
VI. Conclusion 
In conclusion， in building an academic legal database， we 'should actively employ new 
technology and strive to develop a system that is easier to use: and capable of自erving
the general citizen， in order to secure'・accessio legal information as well' as '.to 
contribute to academic studies and education. 
Aピthes'ame tin:ie， we should promote such development'as a synthetic'!ltu似 and'pay.
careful attention to a new type 'of violation 、ofhuman rights， as' well' as its. related . 
peripheral problems. 
I believe' that the "ideal'oI"academic database' systems" w.hich訂ises'as the result of such 
development， should， as much as possible， be.ppen to the public'at no charge because.of: 
its unique adv且ntages.Then， ideally， such databas白systemswill' b巴‘reasonably"applied
in. both adminis'trative database systems，iand commercial database、system's.
Thankyou. 
29 See Appendix. 3 inthis review. 
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